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Introduction

Steppes Alternatives plc is the holding company for an asset
management business whose core focus is on managing assets
connected to the natural resources industry.

Steppes was named after the Eurasian Steppe, also called the Great
Steppe or the steppes. The steppes have connected Eastern Europe,
Central Asia, China, South Asia, and the Middle East economically,
politically, and culturally through overland trade routes, most notably
the Silk Road during antiquity and the Middle Ages, and the Eurasian
Land Bridge in the modern era.

Our focus, as a business, is on taking advantage of the current
economical climate by building natural resource focused alternative
investment strategies that will meet the demand of an increasing
demand for natural resources.

After the last commodity super-cycle ended most mining producers
took drastic action and cut costs en masse. This meant that for the
past 8 years there has been little to no capex flowing into
exploration, and as commodity stockpiles have been depleted, there
is now a supply imbalance. This coupled with the current widespread
economic stimulus has meant that there is a growing realisation
amongst market experts that we are at the beginning of a new
commodity super-cycle.

Our focus is on developing asset management strategies through our
subsidiaries and delivering long term shareholder value by having
underlying exposure to a blend of diversified natural resource assets.
We believe that by having a diversified exposure spreads risk across
the entire natural resources value chain we can deliver investors
significant returns.

With sustainability a growth area for world markets; and a priority for
many world governments; there is a renewed focus on natural
resource investing.

The emphasis now is on finding ways to make more of nature’s finite
resources whilst preserving and maintaining them for the future.
Global natural resource demand is forecast to be extremely robust in
the coming decade as Central bank stimulus remains exceptionally
supportive.

Most experts agree that there has been “structural underinvestment in
the old economy”. Supply shortages have been more prevalent and
nearly all commodities markets are in or close to a deficit.

There are a number of positives that have come out of recent global
events, including, a focus on companies working with virtual operating
strategies.

In addition their has been a push to electrify the world and to improve
climate change by adopting renewable energy technologies and
adopting a more sustainable way of life.

One of the key drivers behind the recent recovery comes from China
.The country has boosted energy imports, metals and agricultural
investment.

China’s recent stimulus has led to more infrastructure investment and
increasing demand for metals, and with mass urbanization in Africa
and Asia coupled with ever increasing populations, the need for
infrastructure investment is ever more prevalent.

www.steppesalternatives.com         4
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Resource Megatrends

ESG
Investors are seeking to further integrate
ESG policies into their mandates, but are
increasingly demanding more uniform
standards and measurable ESG metrics.
Environmental considerations are
particularly important for natural resource
investments, where exposure to both the
physical and transition risks from climate
change will be more keenly felt

Capital Consolidation 
Since 2014, investors have been committing larger
sums of capital to fewer managers that raise ever
larger funds. In 2020, the share of capital raised by
the 50 largest funds kept climbing, but the capital
consolidation trend is evolving. Despite the trend
towards consolidation LPs are chasing yield and are
increasingly willing to explore relationships with up-
and-coming managers that have a tighter alignment
of interests and more attractive fund terms over
incumbent mega-funds.

Technology 
Technological advancements in
battery storage, big data, artificial
intelligence (AI), and the Internet of
Things (IoT) are driving transparency,
efficiency, and innovation across all
sectors of the industry, from
renewable energy to sustainable
farming.

Geopolitical Tensions 
US-China tensions are ongoing, and
economic conflicts, such as the recent
Saudi-Russia oil price war, will remain a
feature of the geopolitical landscape in
2021, creating increased volatility in global
commodities markets

Rising Allocation to Alternatives 
Investor appetite remains robust, despite escalating
trade tensions, supply chain disruptions, and growing
sustainability concerns continuing to contribute to
performance volatility in the short term. However, the
majority of investors see value in the long-term
portfolio benefits of natural resources as a primary
asset choice as well as a diversification strategy

Source : Prequin www.steppesalternatives.com       6



New Commodity Supercycle

What is a Commodity Supercycle?
Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, the world has seen its
population increase and the need for natural resources boom. As more people
and wealth translate into increased demand for global goods, the prices of
commodities—such as energy, agriculture, livestock, and metals—have
followed in sync. This cycle, which normally coincides with extended periods
of industrialization and modernization.

Commodity prices go through extended periods during which prices are well
above or below their long-term price trend and are described as upswings and
downswings.

Many economists believe that the upswing phase in super cycles results from
a lag between unexpected demand caused by persistent, and positive trends
coupled with slow-moving supply, such as the building of a new mine or
planting a new crop. Eventually, as adequate supply becomes available and
demand growth slows, the cycle enters a downswing phase.

While individual commodity groups have their price patterns, when charted
together they form extended periods of price trends known as “Commodity
Super Cycles” where there is a recognizable pattern across major commodity
groups.

Historic Commodity Super-cycles
• The first cycle coincides with the industrialization of the United States in

the late 19th century.
• The second cycle began with the onset of global rearmament before the

Second World War in the 1930s.
• The third cycle began with the reindustrialization of Europe and Japan in

the late 1950s and early 1960s.
• The fourth cycle began in the mid to late 1990s with the rapid

industrialization of China

What Causes Commodity Cycles?
The rapid industrialization and growth of a nation or region are the main
drivers of these commodity super cycles. From the rapid industrialization of
America emerging as a world power at the beginning of the 20th century, to
the ascent of China at the beginning of the 21st century, these historical
periods of growth and industrialization drive new demand for commodities.

Is This the Beginning of a New Super Cycle?
The evidence suggests that human industrialization drives commodity prices
into cycles. However, past growth was asymmetric around the world with
different countries taking the lion’s share of commodities at different times.
With more and more parts of the world experiencing growth simultaneously,
demand for commodities this cycle will not be isolated to a few nations.

Natural Resources have been in a bear market for much of the last decade
that caused energy firms and miners to slash exploration budgets. Soaring
prices encourage more supply, but it takes years to get a copper mine up and
running. The result is “prolonged periods” of “surging demand” running into
“inelastic supply”. That generates a “commodity supercycle”. Add in their
inflation-hedging potential and commodities looks “primed to deliver long-
term superior returns”.

The shift to battery technology is also driving the new cycle. China, the
world’s biggest car market, is intent on going electric so that it can achieve a
measure of energy independence. The need for a wide breadth of natural
resource commodities is being underpinned by the population growth
demographics that are forecasted around the world over the next 50 years.
Population growth in particular in the Asian and African regions will demand
an absolute need for raw materials, energy, clean water, and food.

www.steppesalternatives.com      7
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Mass Urbanization

A traditional key driver of commodity demand is Mass Urbanization, which in itself is driven by an
increasing global population.

The United Nations cites two intertwined reasons for urbanization:
• an overall population increase that’s unevenly distributed by region, and:
• an upward trend in people flocking to cities.

Since 1950, the world’s urban population has risen almost six-fold, from 751 million to 4.2 billion in 2019.

Developing economies drive population growth

• Over the last 30 years, the world population has increased by 2.5 billion people.
• More than 90 per cent of this growth occurred in developing economies, mainly Asia and Oceania. Today,

four in five people live in a developing economy. In 1989, this was only the case for three in four.
• In the next 30 years, the world is projected to host an additional 2.0 billion people. Most of that increase

will be accounted for by the developing world.
• The population of Africa alone is projected to grow by 1.1 billion. One quarter of the world population will

live in Africa, as compared to one sixth today.

Source : Unctad 2020 Handbook of Statistics
www.steppesalternatives.com      9



Infrastructure Need

• Developing and emerging economies
will drive future economic growth,
growing at more than twice the rate of
advanced economies

• By 2040, global GDP is predicted to
almost double from 2015 levels.

• Outlook forecasts that developing and
emerging markets will grow at 3.6% a
year on average, compared with 1.7% a
year for advanced economies.

• By 2040, the global population will
increase by almost two billion people,
an increase of 25%.

• Outlook forecasts that as rural to urban
migration gathers pace, the urban
population will increase by 46%.

• The global population density will rise
from 49 people per square kilometre to
61, driving a renewed focus on long-
term planning to reduce congestion and
strain on existing networks.

• It is projected that global infrastructure
investment needs to reach $94 trillion
by 2040 to keep pace with economic
and demographic changes, and to close
infrastructure gaps.

• It is currently forecast that the global infrastructure investment gap is in the region of $15 trillion – equal to a
16% infrastructure investment deficit – by 2040. Closing the gap will require annual infrastructure investment to
increase from the current level of 3.0% of global GDP to 3.5% Meeting the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) increases the need by a further $3.5 trillion, growing the gap to about $18 trillion and investment
requirement to 3.7% of global GDP.

Source : Global Infrastructure Outlook

Investment Current Trend 
$79trn

Investment Needed
$97trn

Investment Gap
$18trn

www.steppesalternatives.com     10



Global Electrification

Energy sector is central to efforts to combat climate change

• Promoting sustainable development and combating climate change have
become integral aspects of energy planning, analysis and policy making.

• Energy accounts for two-thirds of total greenhouse gas, so efforts to
reduce emissions and mitigate climate change must include the energy
sector.

• As the World looks to combat climate change, the electrification of the
World economy has rapidly gathered pace in the last 18 months.

• As consumer awareness increases around climate change and demand
shifts away from carbon fuels, the demand for EVs will grow Significantly
and EVs are expected to make up over half of all passenger vehicle sales
by 2040.Additionally, many governments have committed to the
production of EVs in a bid to decrease their dependency on fossil fuels.
China, for example, has a goal of having EVs make up 20% of new car
sales by 2025.

• Demand growth from the EV industry is expected to increase demand
for key metals by as much as 14x between now and 2030.

Source : World in Data Source : Visual Capitalist
www.steppesalternatives.com      11
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Our Business

Our business is operated through our subsidiary Steppes Alternative Asset Management. This is the Group’s asset management platform for
managing our client’s assets and is comprised of the management of client’s private equity assets, traditional wealth management, and funds
management.

Our approach and future direction, is that of building out our funds management business organically and developing new investment products
targeted at natural resources.

In addition, we are currently seeking accretive acquisition opportunities that are synergistic with our existing business, not only to increase assets
under management, but also to increase our own distribution platform into other markets and create economies of scale.

We operate our business in a sustainable manner which keeps a focus on achieving minimal overheads. This involves outsourcing as much of our
operations as is feasible to advisors and consultants., this includes accounting, administrative and custodial services.

▪ Steppes origination capability integrates local contact bases and partnerships with Steppes global network. – Access to deal flow is crucial

▪ Market intelligence unit is a key component of Steppes offering and Steppes value add, the proprietary research capability will continue to
be expanded as AUM grows. – Extensive Research is undertaken consistently to assist with opportunity identification and monitoring.

▪ Steppes investment approach encompasses rigorous due diligence and focuses on double bottom line approach to deliver upper quartile
returns coupled with socially responsible sustainable investment. –Thorough due diligence is the key to accessing, maintaining and growing
value.

▪ Flexible mandates coupled with multi-asset experience and cross border capability enables creative solutions to maintain alpha performance
across market cycles.- Ability to invest across the resource value chain enables a risk diversified portfolio.

▪ Steppes structuring ensures stakeholder alignment across long term alternative fund products. - Our flexibility to invest in a diverse
selection of resource structures spreads risk and lowers overall valuation volatility.

www.steppesalternatives.com      13



Our Business cont’d

Proprietary deal flow
Steppes has a strong pipeline of
resource opportunities globally. Our
experience in the sector, knowledge
of the market, relationships with
sector participants and in-depth
knowledge of assets allows us to
identify opportunities often
overlooked by others.

Strength of relationships
Our strategy requires a bespoke,
discreet and relationship driven
approach. Our team benefits from
long-term relationships with
companies, investors, management
teams and government entities
across the natural resource sectors.

Global Focus
Our investment team has global
knowledge and will look at most
jurisdictions. Our Industry Partners
add specific local and operating
expertise.

Investor driven 
approach

As a truly independent asset
manager, we are free from
conflicts and related party issues.
We offer our investors a flexible
and aligned structure linked to the
long term of assets in which we
invest.

Strong financial and 
operating expertise

Our team, consultants and advisor
network have in-depth market and
industry knowledge, with experience
in various funding structures.

Unique strategy
A differentiated strategy executed by
an experienced team: Global
Outlook (no preferred Geography) :
Build in balanced commodity risk,
alongside mining cycle value points :
De-risk assets by diversification
amongst direct investment and
resource focused financial
investments.

www.steppesalternatives.com     14
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Growth Strategy

1 2 3

Investors continue to 
increase allocations 

towards natural resource 
alternative assets 

–
Launch New Fund 

Products

Create economies of 
scale and increase 

assets under 
management 

–
Make accretive 

acquisitions 

List on public stock 
exchange to facilitate 

acquisitions and create 
brand awareness

–
Public Listing 

4th Quarter 2021
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Opportunity

At the beginning of the last decade, the bull run, or supercycle in natural resources driven by the expansion of the BRIC economies came to a
halt due in the aftermath of the 2008 Global Financial Crisis. This created valuation arbitrage opportunities which enabled Steppes to take
advantage of low valuations, in the full knowledge that this was patient capital that would deliver capital growth over a mid-to-long term cycle.

The effect of the slowdown was that mining companies and natural resource operators had to cut costs and lower or cease their exposure to
exploration. A lack of exploration spending inevitably means a supply/demand imbalance over the longer term, as reserves are depleted and a
lack of supply coming on stream means that prices are forced to rise, and so the cycle spins.

Goldman Sachs have recently stated that we are at the dawn of a new structural commodity supercycle ““Looking at the 2020s, we believe that
similar structural forces to those which drove commodities in the 2000s could be at play,” (“2021 Commodities Outlook: REVing up a structural
bull market”)”

The last commodity supercycle lasted for approximately 15 years. However, this time, there are a number of extenuating circumstances to
believe that this time will be far longer:

▪ No 1. An increasing global population, an additional 2 Billion people will inhabit planet earth by 2050.

▪ No 2. The needs of an increased global population include will equate to an increased need for infrastructure, Roads, Hospitals, Schools,
Airports, Utilities, Sanitation services etc. - This “infrastructure era”, population growth and urbanisation will create significant demand
pressure for commodities which have been under invested due to recent cost cutting.

▪ No 3. As climate change becomes more prevalent, a significant movement has evolved to electrify the world, to provide clean forms of
renewable energy, such as wind turbines, solar power, nuclear energy and hydropower - Added to this is the rapid evolution of electric
vehicles. Government policy around the world is ensuring that an industry changing shift is taking place with many countries banning the
sale of combustion engine vehicles in the next 20 years.

As can be seen from the points above, the infrastructure, energy and commodities sectors are set for exponential growth over the coming
decades, and yet are still relatively underserved by alternative asset managers and other capital providers, thus creating a significant
opportunity for Steppes to build out a major franchise focused on the commodity demand that will take place over the next two decades.

www.steppesalternatives.com    19
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Summary

Steppes Alternatives plc is the holding company for an asset management business whose core focus is on managing natural resource
assets.

Timing is key - We are at the dawn of a new commodity supercycle being driven by a growing global population, mass
urbanization, infrastructure development, transition to a new energy economy and the electrification of the
World – Commodity demand will increase significantly. Miners will reap the benefit .

Sole focus on resources - We are solely focused on mining and natural resource asset opportunities.

A diversified approach - We believe that a risk balanced approach to investments via diversification of geography, commodity type,
investment type, investment stage, and investment size delivers long term capital value.

Current Market conditions - Commodity returns were steady in 2020, with some commodities rising significantly towards the end of the
year. 2021 is expected to see significant growth in value for in demand commodities.

New Technologies - New technologies will lead to high demand for battery metals which Steppes will benefit from.

New products - Steppes Alternatives plc to launch new products to take advantage of the coming commodity supercycle.

Public Listing - Planed public listing in Q4 2021 will give Steppes Alternatives plc acquisition currency.

Differentiated 
Strategy

Proactive 
Origination of 
Opportunities

Alignment 
with Investors

Passive and 
Active  Asset 
Management
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Thank You

Steppes Alternatives plc


